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The Secrets of Droon  By Tony Abbott  Gr 3-6
This is a fantasy series about Eric, Julie, and Neal, who have just found something magic in Eric's basement. They have discovered a staircase to another world! The world of Droon is amazing—full of magic, flying lizards, and fun, furry creatures. But how will Eric, Julie, and Neal find their way home? Maybe their new friend, Princess Keeah, can help?
There are 44 books in this series including the special editions.

American Girls – Innerstar University  Gr 3-4
Interactive books that take place at Innerstar University. Each book stars the reader and contains more than 20 endings to choose from. A secret access code inside each story allows the reader to unlock even more endings online.
There are 12 books in this series.

American Girls (classic)  Gr 3-4
The American Girl series, by various authors, is a collection of novels set within toy line's fictional universe. Since its inception, American Girl has published books based on the dolls, with novels and other media to tie in with their dolls. The books follow various American girls throughout both historical eras and contemporary settings.
We have books about 16 different American Girls, totaling over 100 titles!

Vet Volunteers  By Laurie Halse Anderson  Gr 3-7
The series takes place at the Wild at Heart Animal Clinic run by Dr. J. J. Mac, otherwise known as Dr. Mac. It follows the adventures of five children who volunteer at the clinic and solve mysteries as they help the animals there.
There are 17 books in this series.

Roscoe Riley Rules  By Katherine Applegate  Gr 2-5
Short, funny, true-to-life stories from Katherine Applegate, the author of the Newbery Medal winning The One and Only Ivan, the Roscoe Riley books are perfect for kids new to reading chapter books. They're filled with appealing art, and they star good-hearted first grader Roscoe Riley.

There are 7 books in this series.

**Avatar the Last Airbender: The Lost Scrolls**  
*Gr 2-7*  
The Lost Scrolls are four sacred and rare scrolls hidden from the world of Avatar: The Last Airbender containing all the knowledge recompiled about the four nations. Each book tells stories about one of the four nations, sharing its legends, culture, and the art of bending its element.

There are 4 books in this series.

**Avatar the Last Airbender: Earth Kingdom Chronicles**  
*Gr 2-7*  
The Earth Kingdom Chronicles book series is based on Avatar: The Last Airbender's second season, Book 2: Earth. These books go inside the thoughts of the characters during the second book.

There are 6 books in this series.

**Animal Ark**  
*By Ben M. Baglio*  
*Gr 2-5*  
These books feature Mandy, the daughter of the local veterinarian, who finds animals in trouble and tries to help them with the assistance of her best friend James, and other people in the village. Animal Ark is the name of the veterinary clinic where her father works.

There are over 60 books in this series.

**Animal Ark Hauntings**  
*By Ben M. Baglio*  
*Gr 2-5*  
Animal Ark Hauntings are a series of spin-off books focusing on animal ghost stories featuring the characters from the main series.

There are 9 books in this series.

**McGrowl**  
*Bob Balaban*  
*Gr 3-4*
Meet Thomas and his new best friend McGrowl—a courageous canine who's bionic to the bone!

There are 6 books in this series.

**Magic Kitten**  
*By Sue Bentley*  
*Gr 1-4*  
Prince Flame is a young white lion and rightful heir to the Lion Throne in another world. He is on the run from his evil Uncle Ebony who killed his parents and claimed the throne for himself, and escapes into the human world disguised as an adorable kitten. In each of the books, Flame meets a different young girl who is in the midst of some crisis, and they help each other out. The series is a blend of imagination, fantasy, adventure, problem solving, small moral lesson, and thrills.

There are 15 books in this series.

**Magic Puppy**  
*By Sue Bentley*  
*Gr 1-4*  
A magical wolf named Storm is forced into hiding when he is chased by an evil (and somewhat scary) intruder wolf. He disguises himself as a puppy in the human world, and befriends a series of children who he helps. A fun, fantastic adventure series.

There are 8 books in this series.

**Dear Dumb Diary**  
*By Jim Benton*  
*Gr 4-7*  
Dear Dumb Diary is a series of children's novels by Jim Benton. Each book is written in the first person view of a middle school girl named Jamie Kelly.

There are 19 books in this series.

**Franny K Stein**  
*By Jim Benton*  
*Gr 1-4*  
Franny K. Stein is not your average girl -- she's a mad scientist. She prefers poison ivy to daisies, and when Franny jumps rope, she uses her pet snake. Throughout the series Fran is often called upon to battle various creatures or put into weird situations, sometimes ones that she herself contributed to either accidentally or deliberately.

There are 7 books in this series.

**Pony Pals**  
*By Jeanne Betancourt*  
*Gr 3-4*
Lulu wants a pony. If only she had a pony, then staying with her grandmother while her father is away would not be so bad. If she had a pony, she could ride with Pam and Anna. And then they could be friends - Pony Pals!
There are 38 books in this series.

**Beast Quest**  
*By Adam Blade*  
Gr 2-4
Beast Quest is a best-selling series of children's fantasy/adventure novels produced by Working Partners Ltd and written by several authors all using the house name Adam Blade.
There are over 80 books in this series.

**Bella Sara**  
*By Felicity Brown*  
Gr 1-6
Journey to the world of magical horses. The majestic mare Bella must enlist the help of Fiona, Thunder, Jewel, and Nike to save an imprisoned girl and her animal friends from an evil presence in North of North. The series is based on the popular collectible trading cards and the interactive Web site bellasara.com. Each book includes a unique code for girls to enter and play with on the Web site.
There are 12 books in the series.

**Flat Stanley**  
*By Jeff Brown*  
Gr 1-5
Stanley Lambchop is an ordinary boy. At least he was, until the night his bulletin board fell off the wall and flattened him. At only half an inch thick, Stanley can slide under doors, mail himself across the country in an envelope, and fly like a kite!
There are 6 books in this series.

**Flat Stanley's Worldwide Adventures**  
*By Jeff Brown et al*  
Gr 1-4
Ever since Stanley was flattened by a bulletin board, every trip is an adventure! Follow Flat Stanley and his family as they travel all over the world, visiting famous places and having a ton of fun.
There are 15 books in the series.
Saddle Club  
By Bonnie Bryant  
Gr 3-7
The books follow the adventures of best friends Carole Hanson, Stevie Lake, and Lisa Atwood, who live in the fictional town of Willow Creek, Virginia, and ride at Pine Hollow Stables. In the first book of the series, Horse Crazy, Carole and Lisa help Stevie with her mathematics project, which launches the girls' friendship and the titular club. There are 101 books in this series.

My Secret Unicorn  
By Linda Chapman  
Gr 2-5
With simple, heartfelt stories, My Secret Unicorn is the perfect beginning chapter book series for girls who love horses and magic. Lauren Foster wished for a pony. And when her family moves to the country, her dream finally comes true. Then she reads a story about a normal pony that turns into a snow-white unicorn when his owner reads a special spell. Lauren starts to wonder. Could her new pony Twilight really be a unicorn? Maybe ... just maybe.
There are 15 books in this series.

Matt Christopher Sports Books  
Gr 3-7
Matt Christopher was a gifted athlete as a youth and became interested in writing at age fourteen, but it was 1941 before he sold his first story, "The Missing Finger Points," to "Detective Story" magazine. His first children's book, The Lucky Baseball Bat, was published in 1954. Christopher wrote more than one hundred books as well as nearly three hundred short stories and articles published in over sixty-five magazines for children and adults. He was awarded the 1993 Milner Award and numerous writing honors from state organizations.

B Magical  
By Lexi Connor  
Gr 3-6
Beatrix is distraught. She is an 11-year-old witch, which means that her spell-casting ability should have kicked in by now. Unfortunately, the only thing she does well is spell words correctly—literally. She cannot help but feel depressed about her situation, but when a new English teacher arrives at school, B starts to learn that she is not as ordinary as she feared. In fact, her talent for spelling makes her more special than she could ever imagine.
There are 6 books in this series.

**Junior Explorer Series**  
*By Jeff Corwin*  
Gr 1-3

When budding naturalists Lucy and Benjamin get a chance to visit their cousin Gabe in Brooklyn, they can't wait. They are used to seeing fascinating animals and plants in the Florida Everglades where they live, but they can't imagine what they will find in Gabe's New York City backyard. The first book in Jeff Corwin's young middle-grade fiction series shows kids that no matter where you live, you can have fun discovering the plants, animals, and natural life around you.

There are 4 books in this series.

**Rod Allbright and the Galactic Patrol**  
*By Bruce Coville*  
Gr 3-7

IT'S THE WEIRDEST ALIEN INVASION EVER!

"I cannot tell a lie," says Rod Allbright. And it's the truth. Ask him a question and he's bound to give you an honest answer. Which is why, when his teacher asks what happened to last night's math assignment, Rod has to give the only answer he can: "Aliens ate my homework, Miss Maloney!"

Of course, no one believes Rod this time, so they don't bother to ask him why the aliens are here. It's just as well, since he is sworn to silence about their secret mission and the fact that he has been drafted to help them!

There are 4 books in this series.

**My Teacher is an Alien**  
*By Bruce Coville*  
Gr 3-6

What would happen if one of your teachers was an alien? Worst yet, what if that alien was planning to kidnap you and four of your classmates at the end of the school term? This science fiction series follows a group of kids who must uncover the proof of an alien invasion after they discover that their substitute teacher is an orange-eyed green humanoid called Broxholm.

There are 4 books in this series.

**Perfectly Princess**  
*By Alyssa Crowne*  
Gr 2-5
A spunky new series for any girl who dreams of being a princess. The book even looks magical --- it's printed on pink, purple, green, orange, blue, or yellow pages! In each book, you'll meet a different princess-loving girl.

There are 6 books in this series.

**The Adventures of The Bailey School Kids**

*By Debbie Dadey*  
Gr 3-6

In each story, the Bailey School kids encounter a relatively innocuous character (such as a school teacher, custodian, etc.) who may or may not be a mythical being (e.g. a vampire, ghost, dragon, etc.). The reader is left guessing whether the innocuous character is the said mythical being or not.

There are over 50 books in this series.

**Dragonblood**  
*By Michael Dahl*  
Gr 4-8

A new Age of Dragons is about to begin. The powerful creatures will return to rule the world once more, but this time will be different. This time, they will have allies. Who will help them? Around the world, some young humans are making a strange discovery. They are learning that they were born with dragon blood, blood that gives them amazing powers.

There are 13 books in this series.

**The Sleepover Squad**  
*By PJ Denton*  
Gr 1-4

This series is about four second grade girls, and follows their day-to-day lives. It's a fun, and fairly realistic, series that deals with issues that many young girls deal with, like feeling left out or scared of new things. Each book also includes ideas for hosting your own fun slumber party!

There are 7 books in this series.

**Disney Fairies**  
*By Various Authors*  
Gr 1-4

Follow the second star on your right and fly straight on till morning and you'll find a place you know from your dreams--Never Land. Past the pirate ships and Peter Pan’s secret hideaway is Pixie Hollow. A great old maple tree grows there, and in it live hundreds of
fairies. For, you see, Pixie Hollow is the Never fairies' kingdom, and each fairy who lives there has a special, extraordinary talent. Come on a magical journey with Disney Fairies . . . all it takes is faith, trust, and a little pixie dust! There are 26 books in this series.

**The Hardy Boys**  
*By Franklin W. Dixon*  
Gr 3-7

The Hardy Boys, Frank and Joe Hardy, are teenage brothers and amateur detectives. They live in the city of Bayport on Barret Bay with their father, detective Fenton Hardy; their mother, Laura Hardy; and their Aunt Gertrude. The brothers attend high school in Bayport, where they are in the same grade, but school is rarely mentioned in the books and never hinders their solving of mysteries. In the older stories, the Boys' mysteries are often linked to their father's confidential cases. He sometimes requests their assistance, while at other times they stumble upon relevant villains and incidents. There are 190 books in this series.

**The Hardy Boys: Undercover Brothers**  
*By Franklin W. Dixon*  
Gr 3-7

The Undercover Brothers is about two teenage brother detectives, Frank and Joe Hardy, who are the sons of world-famous PI Fenton Hardy. Although there are many similarities in this series to previous Hardy Boys series, there are also many changes to modernize the series. There are 40 books in this series.

**The Fairies Promise**  
*By Kathleen Duey*  
Gr 2-5

Alida is a faerie child. She wants to go home, back to her family. But it isn't that simple. Lord Dunraven's law forbids any kind of contact between humans and magical creatures - and Alida is locked in a stone tower in his castle.

There are 4 books in this series.

**The Phantom Stallion**  
*By Terri Farley*  
Gr 4-7
The main character is a girl named Samantha "Sam" Forster who shares a unique bond with a wild horse called The Phantom Stallion. Having spent two years away from her family's Nevada ranch to recover from a riding accident, Sam returns home to find that things are never easy where horses are concerned.

There are 24 books in this series.

**Ghost Detectors**  
*By Jan Fields*  
Gr 2-5

Ten-year-old Malcolm and his best friend Dandy, armed with a ghost detector ordered from Beyond Belief magazine, make a late-night trip to a haunted house, despite the warnings of Malcolm's great-grandmother.

There are 24 books in this series.

**Cinderella Cleaners**  
*By Maya Gold*  
Gr 3-7

Behind the counter at Cinderella Cleaners, Diana watches the clothes come and go. She loves to imagine the exciting events that the different outfits might be worn to. Then one day, Diana reaches into the pocket of a fancy coat and finds an invitation to a glittering gala in New York City. Since the coat's owner is out of town, Diana gets a wild idea. With the help of some savvy friends, one glamorous dress, and a lot of improvising, Diana pretends to be someone she's not, and makes it into the party! Will she be discovered, or will her disguise come off without a hitch?

There are 6 books in this series.

**The Zack Files**  
*By Dan Greenburg*  
Gr 3-5

Zack is a normal 10-year-old boy with a knack for getting into weird situations. The stories have a whacked-out, off-the-wall humor that is reminiscent of the work of Daniel Pinkwater. At the same time, they neatly poke fun at the conventions of popular horror series. Kids will find some of the episodes tremendously funny. The books are short without looking babyish and would appeal to reluctant readers as well as those with a taste for oddball humor!

There are 30 books in this series.

**Andrew Lost**  
*By JC Greenburg*  
Gr 1-4
This fun science fiction series features a boy inventor named Andrew Dubble whose inventions rarely work the way he expects them to.
There are 18 books in this series.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My Weird School</th>
<th>By Dan Gutman</th>
<th>Gr 1-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This is a silly series for beginning readers. At Ella Mentry School, all the grownups are quite weird in their own weird way. The main characters are A.J. (a boy who doesn’t like school) and his arch-enemy (and secret love) Andrea Young (who loves school and everything else A.J. hates).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are 21 books in this series.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My Weird School Daze</th>
<th>By Dan Gutman</th>
<th>Gr 1-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This series follows the same characters from My Weird School as they enter 3rd grade and beyond.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are 14 books in this series.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My Weirder School</th>
<th>By Dan Gutman</th>
<th>Gr 1-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Things have gotten weirder! From a zookeeper who keeps snakes in her pocket to a history teacher who has built a time machine, A.J. and the gang from Ella Mentry School have had some weird and wacky adventures. Perfect for reluctant readers and word lovers alike, Dan Gutman’s hugely popular My Weird School series has something for everyone. Don’t miss the hilarious adventures of A.J. and the gang.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are 14 books in this series.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASPCA Kids</th>
<th>By Catherine Hapka</th>
<th>Gr 1-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welcome to the Pet Rescue Club! The series begins when Janey starts a blog where people can share cute pet photos and stories. She never imagined she’d receive a heartbreaking photo of a skinny, abandoned dog. She calls on her friends Lolli, Zach, and Adam to help—and that’s just the start! When these animal-loving fourth graders discover how many animals need help in their suburban hometown, they can’t just sit by and do nothing...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are 4 books in this series.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Charlie Bumpers**  By Bill Harley  Gr 1-3

This fun series for young readers from Grammy award-winning author, Bill Harley uses humor to illuminate important values such as tolerance, helpfulness, kindness, and making the best of a bad situation.

There are 7 books in this series.

**The Secret Rescuers**  By Paula Harrison  Gr 2-5

In a land far, far away, it's up to a small group of secret rescuers to keep magical creatures safe from the grasp of the evil Sir Fitzroy!

**The Goddess Girls**  By Joan Holub  Gr 3-6

The Goddess Girls series by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams puts a modern spin on classic Greek myths! Follow the ins and outs of divine social life at Mount Olympus Academy where the most privileged god-boys and goddess-girls in the Greek pantheon hone their mythical skills.

There are 14 books in this series.

**Grimmtastic Girls**  By Joan Holub  Gr 3-5

Grimmtastic Girls is a series that uses themes and characters from Grimm's Fairytales (and other nursery rhymes and fairy tales). Each story is told from the perspective of a different fairytale character including Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, Rapunzel, Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, and Goldilocks. The series is set at the boarding school Grimm Academy in the country of Grimmlandia where these brave girls deal with life in middle school, are chosen by magic charms, and work to foil dastardly plots of the E.V.I.L. Society.

There are 8 books in this series.

**Secret Agent Jack Stalwart**  By Elizabeth Singer Hunt  Gr 1-4

Nine-year-old Jack Stalwart works for the Global Protection Force (GPF) battling evil villains and protecting the world's most precious treasures. In every book, Jack travels to a new foreign land, and tries to collect clues that will help him find his missing brother, Max.
Robert Irwin Dinosaur Hunter

*By Robert Irwin*  
Gr 2-4

Discover a world of prehistoric adventure with Robert Irwin! After discovering a dinosaur fossil in outback Queensland, Robert stumbles upon a way to travel back to the Australian age of dinosaurs, 95 million years ago! But dodging a dinosaur stampede isn’t Robert’s biggest problem. If he can survive the day, how will Robert find his way home?
There are 5 books in this series.

Bindi Wildlife Adventures  *By Bindi Irwin*  
Gr 2-5

A fast-paced adventure series featuring The Jungle Girl herself! The stories are inspired and co-created by Bindi Irwin, daughter of the iconic wildlife expert, Steve Irwin. The series features the characters of Bindi, her brother Robert, mother Terri, and the Australia Zoo.
There are 8 books in this series.

Ninja Meerkats  *By Gareth P. Jones*  
Gr 4-6

Jet Flashfeet, Chuck Cobracrusher, Donnie Dragonjab, and Bruce Willowhammer . . . Together they are THE CLAN OF THE SCORPION!
Armed to the teeth with ninja know-how, this ultimate fighting force has one goal—to thwart the evil Ringmaster’s plans for world domination. Ninja-Boom!
There are 10 books in this series.

Sleepover Girls  *By Jen Jones*  
Gr 3-5

Four best friends plus one weekly tradition equals a whole lot of fun! Meet the Sleepover Girls: Ashley, Delaney, Maren, and Willow. Every Friday, new memories are made as these six-grade girls gather together for crafts, fashion, cooking, and of course, girl talk! Grab your pillow, settle in, and get to know the Sleepover Girls.
There are 8 books in this series.

Nancy Drew Girl Detective  *By Carolyn Keene*  
Gr 3-6

The Nancy Drew books on the spinners are all newer adventures. In the series “Nancy Drew and the Clue Crew,” everyone’s favorite girl-detective is an 8 year old sleuth cracking
her first cases. In "Nancy Drew, Girl Detective," Nancy is a modern teenager who solves mysteries, but also goes on dates and stuff. There are 37 Clue Crew books, and 47 Girl Detective books.

**Nancy Drew and the Clue Crew**
*By Carolyn Keene*  
Gr 1-4

Eight-year-old Nancy Drew has her first case to crack! Can you help? There are 40 books in this series.

**Double Trouble**  
*By Abby Klein*  
Gr 1-4

Look out, second grade -- here comes trouble! From the author of the bestselling Ready, Freddy! series comes a whole new set of adventures! Freddy's twin cousins, Kasey and Kelly, are twice the fun, and DOUBLE the TROUBLE! Kelly and Kasey are twin sisters who share everything -- especially their knack for causing trouble! There are 2 books in this series so far.

**Ready, Freddy!**  
*By Abby Klein*  
Gr K-3

Freddy is a first-grader with lots of personality, and almost as many problems. Between his sister, his parents, his teachers, and his classmates, Freddy has a lot to deal with. But he's spunky and clever, and very very funny! There are 25 books in this series.

**Dive**  
*By Gordon Korman*  
Gr 3-7

Sharks, shipwreck, and sunken treasure in the latest adventure trilogy from Gordon Korman. Four kids are on a marine expedition for the summer, diving to explore an underwater habitat that's just been altered by a seismic event. What they find, though, is much more than fish - it's sunken treasure. Can they salvage it without anyone else getting to it first? Will the prospect of wealth set them against one another? And what about those sharks . . . There are 3 books in this series.

**Everest**  
*By Gordon Korman*  
Gr 3-7
The height of danger. The height of competition. The height of the world. Everest. The ultimate climb. The greatest of risks. Four kids are on a quest to become the youngest climber in history to reach the top. But their ascent is not easy. The conditions are harsh. The competition is harsher. No one is guaranteed to survive.
There are 3 books in this series.

**Island**  
*By Gordon Korman*  
Gr 3-7

They didn't want to be on the boat in the first place. They didn't want to be stuck at sea with a bunch of strangers. But when a storm hits, what they want doesn't matter. It's all about survival. Luke, J.J., Will, Lyssa, Charla, and Ian soon find they have nothing to rely on but a desert island—and each other. No food. No shelter. No rules. They're on their own. Or are they?
There are 3 books in this series.

**Titanic**  
*By Gordon Korman*  
Gr 4-7

The Titanic is meant to be unsinkable, but as it begins its maiden voyage, there's plenty of danger waiting for four of its young passengers. Paddy is a stowaway, escaping a deadly past. Sophie's mother is delivered to the ship by police—after she and Sophie have been arrested. Juliana's father is an eccentric whose riches can barely hide his madness. And Alfie is hiding a secret that could get him kicked off the ship immediately. The lives of these four passengers will be forever linked with the fate of Titanic. And the farther they get from shore, the more the danger looms.

**George Brown, Class Clown**  
*By Nancy E. Krulik*  
Gr 2-5

George Brown moves to a new town and leaves his old friends behind. Having had a reputation as the class clown and funny man, he is determined to mend his ways and get the kids in his new class to like him without jokes. But George finds that he has a hard time leaving his goofy ways behind him!
There are 10 books in this series.

**Magic Pony**  
*By Elizabeth Lindsay*  
Gr 2-4
Annie has always dreamed of having a pony of her very own. Then one day, her dream finally came true. But Ned isn’t just any pony -- he’s a magic pony! Now Annie doesn’t just have a new pony, she also has a best friend. There's just one problem -- it turns out it’s not so easy to keep a magic pony a secret -- especially from your own family!
There are 10 books in this series, although many are hard to find as they were originally published in the UK.

**Jake Maddox’s Sports Stories**

Sports fans will love Jake Maddox’s realistic fiction books! From baseball to paintball, these books tell stories about having fun and overcoming difficult situations playing all kinds of sports.

Jake Maddox has written over 100 sports books.

**The English Roses**

By *Madonna*

This series follows a group of English schoolgirls and their day-to-day problems. And yes, this series was written by *that* Madonna. And if you don’t know who I mean, ask your mom!

There are 12 books in this series, plus a picture book that the series is based on.

**Kung Pow Chicken**

By *Cyndi Marko*

In this exciting full-color series, Gordon Blue transforms into Kung Pow Chicken, an avian superhero who fights crime in the city of Fowladelphia. The first book in the series kicks off when Gordon’s birdy senses lead him to a festival. Suddenly, POOF! Feathers fill the air and shivering naked chickens are everywhere. Why have all these chickens lost their feathers? Forced to wear wooly sweaters, the city itches for a hero. Kung Pow Chicken hops into his Beakmobile to save the day!

There are 5 books in this series.

**Main Street**

By *Ann M. Martin*

Combining the heart of her Newbery Honor-winning fiction and the spirit of her legendary Baby-Sitters Club series, Ann M. Martin introduces a timeless new series for girls. Flora and Ruby do not want to move to Camden Falls. But they don’t really have a
choice -- their parents are dead and their grandmother, Min, is taking them in. Even if Flora and Ruby never expected it to, Camden Falls becomes their home . . . and its stories become a part of their stories.

There are 10 books in this series.

**Amazing Days of Abby Hayes**

*By Anne Mazer*  
Gr 3-7

Abby Hayes is a fun and quirky fifth grader looking to find her own "super-special" talent. Squeezed between two outstanding older siblings and her protege brother, Abby is determined to make her mark. She takes solace in the words of inspiration from the 73 calendars she has in her room, and records the quotes in her purple notebook.

There are 19 books in this series.

**Sister Magic**

*By Anne Mazer*  
Gr 1-4

8-year-old Mabel likes her room to be neat, her day to be planned, and her life to be organized. If only she could organize her younger sister! 5-year-old Violet is messy and out of control. Just before Violet starts kindergarten, a surprise visit from mysterious Uncle Vartan exposes a big secret; there's magic in their family. Mable is sure she'll know just how to use her powers. After all, she's used to being mature and responsible. But her orderly world begins to fall apart when she learns she's not the one with magic -- it's adorable, annoying Violet. Life will never be the same!

There are 6 books in this series.

**Judy Moody**

*By Megan McDonald*  
Gr 2-5

Judy has an abundance of individuality and attitude, but between school and her little brother – Stink – she has lots to deal with. Megan McDonald's spirited text and Peter Reynolds's wry illustrations combine in a feisty, funny first chapter book for every kid who has ever felt a little out of sorts.

There are 15 Judy Moody books, and another 8 about her brother Stink.

**Rainbow Magic**

*By Daisy Meadows*  
Gr K-3
The series follows the lives of pen pals Kirsty Tate and Rachel Walker and their magical adventures with their fairy friends. The series is broken up into a variety of 7 book mini-series, with each mini-series being about a different type of fairy. There are over 175 books in this series, which are broken up into the following sub-series:

Rainbow Fairies
Weather Fairies
Party Fairies
Jewel Fairies
Pet Keeper Fairies
Fun Day Fairies
Petal Fairies
Dance Fairies
Sporty Fairies
Music Fairies
Magical Animal Fairies
Green Fairies
Ocean Fairies
Twilight Fairies
Showtime Fairies
Princess Fairies
Popstar Fairies
Fashion Fairies
Sweet Fairies
Animal Rescue Fairies
Magical Craft Fairies (coming in 2014)
Special Edition Fairies

**Ranger In Time**  By Kate Messner  Gr 2-5

Meet Ranger! He’s a time-traveling golden retriever who has a nose for trouble . . . and always saves the day! Ranger has been trained as a search-and-rescue dog, but can’t officially pass the test because he’s always getting distracted by squirrels during exercises. One day, he finds a mysterious first aid kit in the garden that transports him to important moments in history!

There are 12 books in this series.
The Puppy Place  
By Ellen Miles  
Gr 1-4
It's Charles and Lizzie Peterson's job to find every puppy the perfect home. Charles and Lizzie Peterson love puppies. They want a puppy of their own more than just about anything, But their mom doesn't think their family is ready for a puppy. So instead, the two kids help puppies find there perfect home somewhere else! This series stars a lovable new puppy in every book!
There are 31 books in this series.

Kitty Corner  
By Ellen Miles  
Gr 1-4
Mia and Michael want a pet more than anything, but until they can get one of their own the family fosters cats and kittens. They give them the love and attention that they need, and help them to find the perfect home.
There are 4 books in this series.

Magic Tree House  
By Mary Pope Osborne  
Gr 1-4
Meet Jack and Annie! Jack and his younger sister, Annie, are just regular kids. But when they discover a tree house in the woods, something magical happens. Jack and Annie are whisked back in time, where they have adventures the Age of Dinosaurs, a medieval castle, ancient pyramids, and treasure-seeking pirates, and more.
There are 55 books in this series.

Junie B. Jones  
By Barbara Park  
Gr 1-4
Meet the world's funniest kindergartener – Junie B. Jones! She's feisty, and often acts like a rascal, but she's always funny! Even though she tries to be good, she often gets herself in trouble. Also, her grammar is just awful.
There are 27 books in this series.

The Littles  
By John Peterson  
Gr 2-5
Meet the Littles, a family like any other but with a few tiny differences! You see, they're only 3 inches tall! They live in the walls of the Bigg family house where they get
everything they need. In return they make sure the Bigg house is always in good repair. Follow the whole family as the tackle problems and adventures both big and small. There are 17 books in this series.

**Captain Underpants**  
*By Dav Pilkey*  
Gr 2-5

Captain Underpants is an illustrated children's novel series by American author and illustrator Dav Pilkey. The series revolves around two fourth-graders, George Beard and Harold Hutchins, living in Piqua, Ohio, and Captain Underpants, an aptly named superhero from one of the boys' homemade comic books, who accidentally ("kinda on purpose") becomes real when George and Harold hypnotize their ill-tempered principal, Mr. Krupp. There are 12 books in this series.

**Pokemon Chapters**  
Gr 2-6

This series follows the story of the Pokemon television show. Eleven-year-old Ash Ketchum wants to be the world's greatest Pokemon master. With Pikachu, his brand-new Pokemon at his side, he sets out to capture and train every Pokemon he can find. Will he do it? Ash is determined, and Pikachu's power is electrifying! There are 28 books in the series, but many of them are out of print and hard to find.

**Jigsaw Jones Mysteries**  
*By James Preller*  
Gr 2-3

Solving mysteries is elementary for grade-school sleuth Theodore "Jigsaw" Jones and his best friend/fellow detective Mila Yeh. Together, they investigate missing bicycles, smelly sneakers, and even ghosts and mummies in James Preller's wonderful Jigsaw Jones Mysteries for young readers. There are 37 books in this series, including 4 extra-long special editions.

**Deltora Quest**  
*By Emily Rodda*  
Gr 4-7

For centuries, the evil Shadow Lord has been plotting to invade Deltora and enslave its people. All that stands in his way is the magic Belt of Deltora with its seven gems of great and mysterious power. Now, Leif, Barda, and Jasmine must unite to find the seven gems and save Deltora from an eternity of darkness. There are 8 books in this series.
Fairy Realm

By Emily Rodda
Gr 2-5

Enter the Realm of Magic... When Jessie visits her grandmother at beautiful Blue Moon, she discovers an amazing secret, and enters the Realm for the first time. Fairies, elves, tiny horses, and all kinds of magical beings live in the Realm. A noble Queen in a great golden palace rules them all. A high hedge keeps out dangerous creatures. But the Realm is in terrible danger. Jessie must outwit an evil enemy and save the land before it is destroyed forever.

There are 10 books in this series.

Monkey Me

By Timothy Roland
Gr 1-3

Clyde is an energetic student who just can't sit still. After eating a banana that has been zapped by lasers on his class field trip to the science museum Clyde starts to feel weird. Now every time he gets excited, he transforms into a monkey! Only with the help of his twin sister, Claudia, can Monkey Clyde stay out of trouble.

There are 4 books in this series.

The A to Z Mysteries

By Ron Roy
Gr 1-4

This series follows the adventures of three junior detectives, Donald David "Dink" Duncan, Josh Pinto, and Ruth Rose Hathaway. They are nine years old and live in Green Lawn, a fictional town in Connecticut, United States.

There are 26 books in this series, one for every letter in the alphabet.

The Calendar Mysteries

By Ron Roy
Gr 1-4

A spinoff of the A to Z Mysteries, and featuring many of the same characters, this series follows a group of young friends and siblings who solve fun and exciting mysteries. This series contains 12 books, one for each month of the year.

Time Warp Trio

By Jon Scieszka
Gr 2-5

For his tenth birthday, Joe receives a mysterious blue book (known only as The Book) from his magician uncle and namesake, "Joe the Magnificent." The Book transports Joe and his friends, Fred and Sam, to a variety of different times and places, from Camelot's
medieval court of knights and dragons to the year 2105, where they meet their own
great-granddaughters. The only way they are able to return to present-day Brooklyn, New
York is to find The Book again within whatever time period they are in.
There are 16 books in this series.

**Horrid Henry**  
*By Francesca Simon*  
Gr 2-5

The books are a slice-of-life series featuring the titular Henry, a self-centered, naughty boy
who will typically be faced with a problem and then will often retaliate in interesting
ways that involve trickery, rule-breaking and elaborate practical jokes. Henry has a
younger brother, Perfect Peter, who is the exact opposite.
There are 24 books in this series.

**Encyclopedia Brown**  
*By Donald J. Sobol*  
Gr 3-7

Leroy Brown, aka Encyclopedia Brown, is Idaville neighborhood’s ten-year-old star
detective. With an uncanny knack for trivia, he solves mysteries for the neighborhood
kids through his own detective agency. But his dad also happens to be the chief of the
Idaville police department, and every night around the dinner table, Encyclopedia helps
him solve his most baffling crimes. And with ten confounding mysteries in each book, not
only does Encyclopedia have a chance to solve them, but the reader is given all the clues
as well.
There are 28 books in this series.

**Star Wars Chapters**  
Gr 4-7

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away…
Various series and standalone chapter books tell stories from all over the Star Wars
timeline and universe! Warning: some of these books take place Star Wars Legends
universe, and are no longer considered part of the official cannon. (Thanks, Disney)

**Be Brave, Morgan!**  
*By Ted Staunton*  
Gr K-3

Morgan eats too much, talks too much — and likes too much. Whether fibbing to make
friends, struggling to keep a secret, floundering on the soccer field, or losing his shorts
over swimming lessons Morgan keeps on trying. And, because — or maybe in spite of —
his best efforts, what might almost be a friendship evolves under the smudgy glare of his nemesis, Aldeen Hummel, the Godzilla of Grade Three.

There are 17 books in this series.

**Geronimo Stilton**  
*By Elisabetta Dami*  
Gr 2-6

Enter the world of Geronimo Stilton, where another funny adventure is always right around the corner. Each book is a fast-paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7-10 will love! Who Is Geronimo Stilton? He's a mouse who runs a newspaper, but his true passion is writing tales of adventure. On Mouse Island, his books are all best-sellers! They are whisker-licking good stories, and that's a promise!

There are 55 books in this series.

**Geronimo Stilton: Spacemice**  
*By Elisabetta Dami*  
Gr 2-6

An all-new Geronimo Stilton series spin-off, set in outer space! Meet Geronimo Stiltonix: He is a spacemouse -- the Geronimo Stilton of a parallel universe! He is captain of the spaceship MouseStar 1. While flying through the cosmos he visits distant planets and meets crazy aliens. His adventures are out of this world!

There are 12 books in this series.

**Thea Stilton**  
*By Elisabetta Dami*  
Gr 2-6

Another Geronimo Stilton spin-off series, this time starring his sister Thea! "I'm Geronimo Stilton's sister. As you know from my brother’s bestselling novels, I'm a special correspondent for the Rodent Gazette, Mouse Island’s most famous newspaper. Unlike my ‘fraidy mouse brother, I absolutely adore traveling, having adventures, and meeting rodents from all around the world!"

There are over 25 books in this series.

**Goosebumps Horrorland**  
*By RL Stine*  
Gr 3-6

This new series by the master of children's horror is an immersive storytelling experience welcoming fans to HorrorLand, a vast theme park which is described as “the scariest place on Earth.” The series is a serialized adventure, and the story won’t end on the final page.
of book one, Revenge of the Living Dummy. Ordinary kids are being summoned to HorrorLand—but why? Readers are in for the ride of their lives as the cast of characters trapped in the theme park grows larger with each book, and their situations become more and more perilous.
There are 19 books in this series.

**Goosebumps Most Wanted**  
*By RL Stine*  
Gr 3-7
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and they're coming after you! There is no place to hide. Nothing is safe! "Catch the most wanted Goosebumps characters—undead or alive...
There are 14 books in this series, including 4 special editions

**Rotten School**  
*By RL Stine*  
Gr 3-7
Master of horror R.L. Stine returns to his comedy roots in this laugh-out-loud, rotten-to-the-core, wildly popular chapter book series about the crazy antics at Rotten School!
Packed with hilariously disgusting half-tone illustrations by Trip Park, readers won't be able to resist the madness at Rotten School—where good is good, bad is better, and rotten is the absolute best!
There are 16 books in this series.

**Dinosaur Cove**  
*By Rex Stone*  
Gr 2-5
A new series for dino-loving adventurers! Tom and Jamie can't believe their luck when they find a secret entrance to a prehistoric world filled with dinosaurs! The first dinosaur they meet is a friendly wannanosaurus. It eats the fruit from super-stinky ginkgo trees.
But soon, Tom and Jamie meet a much less friendly dino: a tyrannosaurus Rex that would like to eat them!
There are 24 books in this series.

**Pet Trouble**  
*By Tui Sutherland*  
Gr 4-7
An exciting new series about those adorable pets that just won't behave—it's Marley & Me for middle-grade readers!
There are 8 books in this series.
**I Survived**  
*By Lauren Tarshis*  
Gr 3-6  
This is a series of historical fiction books. Each story is a first-person narrative that takes place during various tragedies from all over the world. Readers will be transported by stories of amazing kids and how they survived these terrifying (and real) events!  
There are 20 books in this series.

**Black Lagoon Adventures**  
*By Mike Thaler*  
Gr 2-5  
A fun-filled chapter book series that mixes school, monsters, and common kid problems with hilarious results.  
There are 33 books in this series.

**Melvin Beederman, Superhero**  
*By Greg Trine*  
Gr 2-5  
Meet Melvin Beederman. He's a pretty good superhero, even though it always takes him five or six tries to get launched and flying. His weakness (every superhero has one) is bologna, which makes it hard to go into a deli. Still, Melvin manages to keep the city of Los Angeles free of nasty villains—once he's airborne. This series has it all: hilarious story lines, amazing classic-comic-inspired illustrations, fearless new superheroes, and SNACKS!  
There are 8 books in this series.

**The Boxcar Children**  
*By Gertrude Warner*  
Gr 2-6  
The series involves the children solving various mysteries and occasionally traveling to other locations as they do so. Some of the mysteries border on the supernatural, although the practical Henry and Jessie always find the practical reason for anything that appears other-worldly.  
The first book was published by Gertrude Warner in 1924, and many other authors have written books in the series since then. There are over 100 books in the series currently.

**Stick Dog**  
*By Tom Watson*  
Gr 3-7  
Introducing everyone's new best friend: Stick Dog! He'll make you laugh . . . he'll make you cry . . . but above all, he'll make you hungry. Follow Stick Dog as he goes on an epic quest
for the perfect burger. With hilarious stick-figure drawings, this book has a unique perspective, as the author speaks directly to the reader throughout the story in an engaging and lively way. There are 10 books in this series.

**Adventures of Samuel Oliver**

*By Taylor Zajonc*  
*Gr 3-7*

Set during the Great War, the Adventures of Samuel Oliver series follows Samuel Oliver. Born into the dangerous family business of deep sea diving, Samuel seeks to prove himself to his father and uncle amidst a backdrop of mystery, suspense, and danger! There are 4 books in this series.

**Diary of a Minecraft Zombie**

*By Zack Zombie*  
*Gr 3-7*

In the first book of this hilarious Minecraft adventure series, we get to read the diary of an actual 12 year old, Minecraft Zombie. Take a peek at what is really going on between the hollow eyes, and dead expression that we normally see when we face the dreaded Zombies of Minecraft. Are Zombies really different from us? You'll be surprised at what you discover. So, jump into this Minecraft adventure and find out! There are 18 books in this series.